
My Crown Prince Consort Is a Firecracker! Chapter 279 

“What should I do now? Hurry and help me stop it!” 

 

She did not want to advance any more levels! This advancement speed was too terrifying! She did not 

feel like she was a normal human anymore… 

 

When Qiao Mu saw how she surpassed the initial success and phenomenal success ranks and charged 

toward the peak rank of level six, her heart was about to leap out of her chest! 

 

“Master, won’t you consider directly breaking through to level-seven cultivation?” Qiuqiu persuasively 

tempted its little master. “Let me tell you, if you break through to level seven, Qiuqiu can immediately 

assimilate the Heart of Paradise into…” 

 

“Quick! Absorb the remaining holy water essence! Hurry hurry hurry! I don’t want it anymore!” Wahhh, 

what was this useless tree still haggling about?! 

 

“I refrained from snatching those two drops of holy water precisely because I wanted to let Master 

break through to the realm of level-seven cultivation,” Qiuqiu secretly grumbled before using her 

branches to envelop Qiao Mu’s mystic domain again and buried it deep into its roots. 

 

The tiny bit of holy water essence left behind was completely absorbed by the sapling’s roots. 

 

This process was very rapid, and two lusciously green leaves immediately grew on the sapling’s barren 

branches. 

 

Qiao Mu instantly felt her body lighten, and all of the mystic energy rushing into her body was drawn 

away by Qiuqiu in the blink of an eye. 

 



As she relaxed, she quickly concentrated and calmed her breathing, gradually sifting through the mystic 

energy flowing inside her normal meridians and mystic meridians. 

 

Originally, her mystic meridians composed of only one vessel that led to the depths of her dantian, her 

mystic domain. To her surprise, however, she now discovered that branching had occurred to this 

vessel, and the branches were thin like drawn lines, but there were threads of mystic energy slowly 

swimming in these branches that stretched toward her mystic domain. 

 

Although it was very strange, Qiao Mu did not have time to carefully contemplate it. 

 

She had leaped from the initial success rank of level-four cultivation to the phenomenal success rank of 

level-five cultivation and had scarcely a small step before she broke through to the peak rank of level-six 

mystic cultivation. 

 

This jump was too immense! 

 

Her heart was still chaotically pounding in her chest, unable to settle. 

 

Qiao Mu tried her best to restrain her sprinting heartbeat and calm her mind. She took a deep breath 

before shutting off her senses and forced herself to enter a completely blank world. 

 

Bit by bit, she stabilized and strengthened the tumultous mystic energy inside her body and suppressed 

her cultivation which had risen too quickly. 

 

This combing process was extremely slow, and it did not take long for Qiao Mu to sink into the process, 

unable to pay attention to anything else. 

 

At the same time, the sapling wantonly intensified its extraction of the rich mystic energy in the outside 

world. 



 

It joyously discovered that luscious green leaves started to peek out from its branches one after another 

and quickened its absorption rate. 

 

‘Mystic energy, come toward me with everything you’ve got!’ Qiuqiu screamed in its mind. 

 

Meanwhile, in the outside world, the dense mystic energy of the Holy Water Sect’s Second Peak 

endlessly rushed toward the cultivation room that Qiao Mu inhabited in a very peculiar manner. 

 

Then, the mystic energy from Second Peak was far from being able to satisfy the bandit, Qiuqiu. 

 

Everyone from the three peaks of the sect, including the Sect Master’s Main Peak, was alarmed. 

 

Everyone rushed outside and were shocked as they stared at the ball of mystic energy that was so dense 

it turned gray in the sky. 

 

Such a large amount of mystic energy all rushed toward a certain spot without any lingering. 

 

“Oh d*mn! All of the mystic energy is being attracted toward Second Peak?” 

 

“What the heck is Second Peak doing?!” 

 

The mystic energy in the sect was originally equally divided amongst the three peaks and the main peak. 

 

Today, this equilibrium was utterly shattered! 


